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Chapter 1Introduction�The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look re-spectable.� John Kenneth GalbraithThe last few decades of research into the �eld of arti�cial neural net-works have �rmly established their status as potent computational models.Because of their human-like approach to solving tasks, they have tradition-ally been employed in areas where it is extremely di�cult at best, if notdownright impossible, to formulate an exact step-by-step procedure whichis to be followed to obtain the results. In other words, the arti�cial neuralnetworks excel in areas where the conventional Von Neumann computationalmodels are doomed to fail. Such areas are characterised by tasks that areeasily solved by humans. However, if they were asked to describe how ex-actly they had arrived at the conclusion, they would probably not be able toput their �nger on the particular steps involved. These areas include (butare not limited to) pattern classi�cation and prediction.The forecasting itself goes a somewhat longer way into the past. Practi-tioners of all sorts of disciplines, be those scienti�c, engineering or business,have always placed a big emphasis on the importance of being able to pre-dict the future with at least a certain degree of accuracy. The instancesof areas where this skill (or lack of thereof) may have a fundamental im-pact include planning, scheduling, purchasing, strategy formulation, policymaking, and supply chain operations [17]. It is no wonder then, that thereis a high demand for reliable forecasting methods and a considerable e�ort8



has been spent to both perfect the already existing ones and search for newalternatives.The earliest attempts at forecasting involved methods that are linear innature. This linearity enabled their easy implementation and allowed theirstraightforward interpretation. However, it soon became apparent that theyare hopelessly inadequate to describe the complex economic and businessrelationships. Being linear, they are simply unable to capture any non-linear dependencies among economic variables, which is necessary if one ishoping to design a trustworthy predictive model. The researchers begantheir search for alternative, non-linear methods and turned their attentionto arti�cial neural networks among others.The feature of arti�cial neural networks that appealed the most to fore-casters was their inherent non-linearity. They correctly postulated that thiscan turn them into promising forecasting tools, able express the complexunderlying relationships present in almost any real-world situation. Fur-thermore, when using the arti�cial neural networks, the ability to modellinear processes does not have to be relinquished, as they are able to modelthese as well.Naturally, non-linearity is not the only convenient property of this com-putational model. For instance, it has been proven by theoreticians thatan arti�cial neural networks are capable of approximating any continuousfunction, provided certain requirements imposed on their structure are met.This truly is an essential characteristic that fully justi�es the inclusion ofarti�cial neural networks into the top echelon of forecasting methods. Anysuch method must be able to accurately capture the causal relationship be-tween the predicted process and processes that in�uence it. As a bonus towhat has already been mentioned, arti�cial neural networks are �data-drivennon-parametric methods that do not require many restrictive assumptionson the underlying process from which the data is generated� [17]. This isalso a valuable property, since the more parameters a model requires to bespeci�ed, the greater the chance of going astray by mis-speci�cating any ofthose.Since the �rst attempts at applying arti�cial neural networks to fore-casting, the �eld of neural forecasting, as it is commonly referred to, hasexpanded to one of the major application areas of arti�cial neural networks[17].The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we9



discuss what is meant by `forecasting markets', de�ne time series and clas-sify the existing forecasting methods. Chapter 3 lays the foundations forour experimentation by providing a theoretical background on the arti�cialneural networks. Arguably, the most interesting aspect of arti�cial neuralnetworks � learning � has been devoted a chapter on its own, Chapter 4.Chapters 5 and 6 present the NeuralNetwork class library and the Mar-ketForecaster console application respectively. The work culminates inChapter 7, in which we elaborate on the application of arti�cial neural net-works to market forecasting. This chapter can be considered a focal pointof the thesis, as it contains the description of experiments we carried outusing the NeuralNetwork class library and the MareketForecaster con-sole application. This is also the place where we present the conclusions wehave reached in our experimentation.
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Chapter 2Forecasting MarketsWhen speaking about forecasting markets, the forecasting of some economictime series is usually meant. In this chapter, we will analyse this meaningin a step-by-step fashion. More precisely, we will1. de�ne time series,2. characterise and classify economic time series,3. explore the constituent components of economic time series,4. introduce a particular economic time series we will be using in ourforecasting attempts,5. overview the taxonomy of forecasting methods, and6. discuss the motivation behind forecasting markets using arti�cial neu-ral networks.2.1 Time SeriesA time series consists of a set of observations ordered in time, on a given phe-nomenon (target variable). Usually the measurements are equally spaced,e.g. by year, quarter, month, week, day. The most important property ofa time series is that the ordered observations are dependent through time,and the nature of this dependence is of interest in itself [2].11



Formally, a time series is de�ned as a set of random variables indexedin time, X1, ..., XT . In this regard, an observed time series is denoted by
x1, ..., xT , where the sub-index indicates the time to which the observation
xt pertains. The �rst observed value can be interpreted as the realizationof the random variable x1, which can also be written as X(t = 1, ω) where
ω denotes the event belonging to the sample space. Similarly, x2 is therealization of X2 and so on. The T -dimensional vector of random variablecan be characterized by di�erent probability distribution [2].For socio-economic time series the probability space is continuous, andthe time measurements are discrete. The frequency of measurements is saidto be high when it is daily, weekly or monthly and to be low when theobservations are quarterly or yearly [2].2.2 Time Series Decomposition ModelsAn important objective in time series analysis is the decomposition of a seriesinto a set of non-observable (latent) components that can be associated todi�erent types of temporal variations. Time series is composed of four typesof �uctuations [2]:1. A long-term tendency or secular trend.2. Cyclical movements super-imposed upon the long-term trend. Thesecycles appear to reach their peaks during periods of industrial pros-perity and their troughs during periods of depressions, their rise andfall constituting the business cycle.3. A seasonal movement within each year, the shape of which dependson the nature of the series.4. Residual variations due to changes impacting individual variables orother major events such as wars and national catastrophes a�ecting anumber of variables.Traditionally, the four variations have been assumed to be mutually in-dependent from one another and speci�ed by means of an additive decom-position model

Xt = Tt + Ct + St + It,12



where Xt denotes the observed series, Tt the long-term trend, Ct the cycle,
St seasonality and It the irregulars.If there is dependence among the latent components, this relationship isspeci�ed through a multiplicative model

Xt = Tt × Ct × St × It.In some cases, mixed additive-multiplicative models are used.2.3 International Airline Passengers DataThe economic time series used in thesis is the famous international airlinepassengers data listed in [1] as series G. The series tells the total numberof international airline passengers for every month from January 1949 toDecember 1960. There are several compelling reasons for choosing this par-ticular series, namely:
• Demand forecasting (in this case, the demand for airline transporta-tion) is one of the most important areas of economic forecasting.
• The series follows a rising trend and displays a seasonal variation (moreprecisely, multiplicative seasonality) making it a �rst-grade choice todemonstrate the forecasting capabilities of neural networks.
• It can be considered a benchmark series, since several groups of re-searchers have already tried to forecast it, e.g. [11] or [5].
• Its length is representative of data found in forecasting situations (sev-eral years of monthly data).
• It is available free of charge.2.4 Forecasting Methods and their Classi�ca-tionA time series observation is made up of a systematic component, or signal,and a random component, or noise. Unfortunately, neither of these two com-ponents can be observed individually. A forecasting method, or forecasting13



model, attempts to isolate the systematic component, so that a reasonableprediction (based on this component) can be made.Forecasting methods can be classi�ed into two top-level categories:
• Subjective forecasting methods
• Objective forecasting methodsAs their names suggest, the subjective forecasting methods involve humanjudgement (hence also their alias, judgemental forecasting methods). Theytypically operate with either a small number of highly regarded opinions (apanel-of-experts approach, e.g. the Delphi method) or a considerably larger(statistically signi�cant) number of less valuable opinions (a wisdom-of-the-crowds approach, e.g. conducting a statistical survey).2.4.1 Objective Forecasting MethodsThe objective forecasting methods, on the other hand, attempt to limit thehuman involvement as much as possible. However, as we will see later, insearch for a de�nitive forecasting solution, they are no silver bullet. At leastfor now, one simply can not hope to automate the forecasting process to thepoint where it is devoid of any human interpretation.Note that neither of the two principal approaches (objective or subjec-tive) has been proven superior. Also, neither of them alone is su�cient tomake reliable predictions, i.e. those that ultimately generate pro�t. Afterall, not even the their most brilliant fusion can possibly guarantee that. Fore-casts obtained by employing only single-category methods are likely to beinaccurate. Therefore, these two families of forecasting methods should bethough of as complementary rather than clashing. Not surprisingly, the mostsuccessful (meaning the most pro�table) contemporary forecasting method-ologies use sophisticated mixtures of both.The objective forecasting methods are further classi�ed into two cate-gories:
• Causal forecasting methods
• Time series forecasting methods14



The causal forecasting methods, also known as the econometric methods,assume that, while attempting to forecast a data-generating process, it ispossible to identify a set of causal processes that in�uence it. Under suchcircumstances, the future data can be forecast using the past data of thecausal processes.2.4.2 Time Series Forecasting MethodsThe time series forecasting methods assume that, while attempting to fore-cast a data-generating process, it is not possible (or a�ordable) to identifya set of causal processes that in�uence it. Under such circumstances, thefuture data can only be forecast using the process' own past data.2.5 Why Use Arti�cial Neural Networks to Fore-cast Markets?In economics, more often than not, it is extremely di�cult to put one's �n-ger on the causal processes bearing an in�uence on some data-generatingprocess. Moreover, their interdependency is likely to be non-linear. Thearti�cial neural networks are universal function approximators. A two-layerperceptron can approximate any continuous (linear or non-linear) functionto any desired degree of accuracy. Therefore, they are able to learn (andgeneralize), linear and non-linear time series patterns directly from histori-cal data, i.e. perform a non-parametric data-driven econometric modelling.Additionally, the underlying connectionist principles at work guarantee afairly high degree of error-robustness. These abilities and properties qualifythem as promising (both causal and time series) forecasting tools.
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Chapter 3Arti�cial Neural NetworksAn arti�cial neural network (ANN), or simply a neural network (NN) is acomputational model imitating the structure and/or functionality of biolog-ical neural networks. It processes information using a connectionist com-putation paradigm. A high-quality source of neural network theory [10] isrelied on and used extensively throughout this chapter.Neural networks are essentially simple mathematical models de�ning afunction
f : R

ni → R
no ,where ni ∈ N is the number of input neurons and no ∈ N is the numberof output neurons. Each neural network model (or type) corresponds to aclass of such functions F . Naturally, a particular neural network instancecorresponds to a particular function f ∈ F .The function f (the output of the network) is de�ned as a compositionof other functions gi which are themselves compositions of other functions.At the bottom of the composition hierarchy are simple values (the inputs ofthe network). The function f , however complex, can therefore be composedfrom an arbitrary number of very simple functions. This notion can beconveniently illustrated by an oriented graph.

• The graph itself represents the actual function f ,
• the graph's vertices represent the functions gi, and
• the graph's (oriented) edges represent the dependencies among func-tions gi. An edge from vertex (function) gi to vertex (function) gj16



represents the fact that the function gj requires the output of thefunction gi as one of its inputs.Since the inspiration for arti�cial neural networks comes from biologicalneural networks, the terminology has been assimilated as well. We use theterm neural network to refer to the function f (the graph itself), neuronto refer to any of its comprising functions gi, (any of the graph's vertices)and synapse to refer to any of the involved dependencies (any of the graph'sedges).The composition of function f as well as the compositions of non-inputfunctions gi employ some aggregation function and some activation function:
f(x) = factivation(faggregation([wi], [gi(x)])).The aggregation function de�nes the way in which the inputs of a neuronsare aggregated into its inner potential (or input). By far, the most widelyused aggregation function is the weighted sum � the linear combination ofsynapse weights wi and neuron's inputs gi:

faggregation([wi], [gi(x)]) =
∑

i

wigi(x).The activation function, or transfer function, de�nes the way in whicha neuron's inner potential activates its state, in other words, the way inwhich the neuron's input is transferred to its output. It is an abstractionrepresenting a rate of action potential �ring in the cell. The most commonlyused activation functions are the logistic function):
factivation(x) =

1

1 + e−xand hyperbolic tangent :
factivation(x) =

e2x + 1

e2x − 1
.They both continuously approximate the Heaviside step function, alsoknown as the unit step function, while being di�erentiable. This is an essen-tial property when we want to train the network using a learning algorithmimplementing a form of gradient descent.17



Sometimes a linear function with positive slope (e.g. the identity func-tion) is used as an activation function in the output layer. This overcomesthe range limitation imposed by the two previously mentioned functions.While the logistic logistic function and the hyperbolic function can yieldonly values from intervals (0, 1) and (−1, 1) respectively, the rage of a linearfunction is unbounded.Depending on whether their graph is a DAG or not, neural networks canbe classi�ed into two main classes:
• feedforward neural networks (their graph is a DAG) and
• recurrent neural networks (their graph is not a DAG).As this thesis focuses on implementing a time series forecasting method,we will not attempt to identify any causal processes that would bear anin�uence on the process being predicted. Thus, we will not have to accountfor the in�uence the predicted process might have on the causal processes inturn. For this reason, a recurrent neural network will not be necessary anda simple feedforward neural network will su�ce.3.1 Feedforward Neural NetworksA feedforward neural network (FNN) is a neural network where connections(synapses) between units (neurons) do not form a directed cycle (i.e. theirgraph is a DAG). This type of network only propagates data from earlierprocessing stages to later processing stages.The simplest of all feedforward neural network models (and neural net-works as such) is the single-layer perceptron (SLP), or simply perceptron. Aperceptron consists of a single layer of output neurons, also known as linearthreshold units, to which the inputs are fed directly via a matrix of weights.To train a perceptron, a simple learning algorithm, implementing a form ofgradient descent, the delta rule, can be used [15].Unfortunately, perceptron is only capable of correctly classifying trainingpatterns that are linearly separable. Unfortunately this is rarely the case inpractical situations. In fact, trivial mappings exist that are linearly insepa-rable. Interest in neural networks hit a rock bottom in 1969 when MarvinMinsky and Seymour Papert showed that it was impossible for a perceptron18



to learn even the most trivial of all linearly inseparable training sets, theXOR logical function.3.2 Multi-layer PerceptronArguably the most famous and the most widely used neural network modelis the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model. This model is a generalisation ofthe single-layer perceptron for an architecture with hidden layers. In otherwords, apart from the input and output layers, the multi-layer perceptroncan contain an arbitrary (although customarily very small) number of hiddenlayers. The introduction of hidden layers removes the constraint imposedby the single-layer perceptron model regarding the linear separability of thedata set. Firstly, we will describe the basic features of multi-layer perceptronand then we will suggest some possible modi�cations.3.2.1 Organizational DynamicsThe organizational dynamics of a multi-layer perceptron (usually) speci�esa �xed multi-layer feedforward neural network topology. Since the exactmeaning of hidden neurons and their synapses (necessary to design a spe-cialized topology) is unknown, a two-layer or a three-layer network is usedas the standard.The following notation we will be using to describe multi-layer percep-trons is adapted from
• X denotes the set of all n input neurons,
• Y denotes the set of all m output neurons,
• i, j, etc. are the indices used to denote neurons,
• ξi denotes the real inner potential (input) of the neuron i,
• yi denotes the real state (output) of the neuron i,
• wji denotes the the real synaptic weight of the connection from theneuron i to the non-input neuron j,19



• wj0 = −hj denotes the bias (the threshold hj with the opposite sign) ofthe non-input neuron j corresponding to the formal unit input y0 = 1,
• j← denotes the set of all neurons for which a connection from them tothe neuron j exists, hence the input neurons of the neuron j (includingthe formal unit input 0 ∈ j←), and
• j→ denotes the set of all neurons, for which a connection from neuron

j to them exists, hence the output neurons of the neuron j (i.e. theneurons for which the neuron j is an input neuron).3.2.2 Active DynamicsIn the active mode, the multi-layer network evaluates the function:
y(w) : R

n → (0, 1)m,determined by the synaptic weight con�guration w, for a given input. Thecomputation runs according to the following discrete active dynamics. Intime 0, the respective states of the input neurons yi (i ∈ X) are assumethe values of the network input and the remaining neurons have their statesunde�ned. In time t > 0, the real values of inner potentials
ξj =

∑

i∈j←

wjiyiof all neurons j, whose inputs (from j←) have their state determined, arecalculated. This means that in the time t, the neurons in the t-th layerare updated. Using the inner potential ξj, the real state yj = σ(ξj) of theneuron j is determined by a di�erentiable activation function σ : R → (0, 1)of standard sigmoid (continuously approximating the Heaviside function):
σ(ξ) =

1

1 + e−λξ
.The di�erentiability of the transfer function and the di�erentiability ofthe network function that follows from it is essential for the backpropagationlearning algorithm. The real parameter of gain λ determines the non-lineargrowth (for λ < 0 decay) of the standard sigmoid in the neighbourhood ofzero (for λ → ∞ we get the Heaviside step function), i.e. the measure of20



`decisiveness' of a neuron [10]. In the basic model, λ = 1 is usually assumed.However, generally every non-input (i.e. hidden or output) neuron j canhave a di�erent gain λj (and therefore a di�erent activation function σj).This way, provided that the multi-layer network is acyclic (connected)network, all neurons' outputs are calculated one by one. The active modeis over, when the state of all neurons in the network (especially the outputneurons) is established. The output neurons yield the network output, i.e.the value of the network function for a given input.3.2.3 Adaptive DynamicsIn the adaptive mode, the desired network function of multi-layer perceptronis given by a training set:
T = {(~xk, ~dk)|

~xk = (xk1, . . . , xkn) ∈ R
n

~dk = (dk1, . . . , dkm) ∈ (0, 1)m
; k = 1, . . . , p},where xk is a real input of the k-th training pattern and dk is the correspond-ing real desired output given by the teacher. The goal of the adaptation isthat for each input xk; k = 1, . . . , p from the training set, the network (in itsactive mode) answers with the expected output, i.e.:

~y(~w, ~xk) = ~dk; k = 1, . . . , p.The network error E(w) with respect to a training set is de�ned as a sumof the partial network errors Ek(w) with respect to the individual trainingpatterns and depends on the con�guration of the network w:
E(~w) =

p
∑

k=1

Ek(w).The partial network error Ek(w) with respect to the k-th training patternis proportional to the sum of the squares of the di�erences between theactual values of the network output for the k-th training pattern and thecorresponding expected output values of that pattern:
Ek(~w) =

1

2

∑

j∈Y

(yj(~w, ~xk) − dkj)
2.21



The goal of the adaptation is to minimise the network error in the weightspace. Since the network error directly depends on the complicated non-linear composite function of the multi-layer network, this goal poses a non-trivial optimisation problem. In the basic model, a simple gradient descentmethod (requiring the di�erentiability of the error function) is employed tosolve it [10].
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Chapter 4LearningBefore a multi-layer perceptron (or any other neural network for that mat-ter) can successfully be used, it has to undergo learning. Learning, in itsmost general meaning, refers to a process, during which the following char-acteristics of a neural network are determined:
• the architecture, namely the number of hidden layers and the numbersof hidden neurons comprising each hidden layer, and
• the synaptic weights.Note that apart from those mentioned above, there are other architec-tural aspects to be considered. These involve
• the number of input and output neurons and
• the choice of aggregation and activation functions for each non-inputlayer.However, these are usually addressed by the designer of the multi-layerperceptron before committing the neural network to the actual learning pro-cess. This is because they are either
• determined by the task itself (the number of input and output neurons)or 23



• they are fundamental to the task and require the irreplaceable atten-tion of the designer (the choice of activation function for each non-input layer).In this thesis, only learning algorithms operating on �xed-topology multi-layer perceptrons are discussed. Hence, when referring to the learning of amulti-layer perceptron, only the adjustment of synaptic weights is implied.Its more general meaning will either be apparent from the context or statedexplicitly.In the previous chapter, we have established that a particular neuralnetwork (parametrized by its synaptic weights) realizes a certain function f .Since, coming from this perspective, a particular neural network is somethingof a `physical embodiment' of the function it computes, it is convenient notto distinguish between that particular neural network and its correspond-ing function. According to the same logic, a distinction between a neuralnetwork model and a corresponding class of functions F is not made in thefollowing explanation.More speci�cally speaking, learning is a process of using a set of obser-vations (known as data patterns or training patterns) to �nd the function f ∗(known as the optimal function or the optimal solution) from a given classof functions F , that solves the speci�c task in an `optimal sense'.4.1 Cost FunctionIn order to have an exact understanding of what `optimal sense' means, andhence be able to �nd the optimal function, we require a cost function (alsoknown as objective function) C : F → R such that no solution has a cost lessthat the optimal solution, i.e. (∀f ∈ F)(C(f ∗) ≤ C(f)). In plain English,the cost function provides a measure of `goodness' to a class of functions F .All learning algorithms search the solution space for a function that has thesmallest possible cost.The cost function is typically de�ned as a function of the observations -a statistic to which only approximations can be made, for example
C = E[(f(x) − y)2]where (x, y) are the data pairs drawn from some distribution D [14].24



In practice however, only a �nite number k ∈ N of training patterns isusually available. Because of this limitation, the cost is minimised over asample of the data distribution (known as training set) instead of the entiredata distribution:
Ĉ =

1

k

k
∑

i=1

(f(xi) − yi)
2.Unquestionably, the cost function may be picked arbitrarily, but moreoften than not, its choice is aided by the desirability of some of its prop-erties (e.g. convexity) or the particular formulation of the problem itself.Ultimately the cost function will depend on the task we wish to perform.In some situations, an in�nite number of training patterns (an in�nitetraining set) is theoretically available. The training patterns are providedone at a time and typically represent data obtained by periodically samplingsome continuous event. Under such circumstances, some form of on-linelearning has to be performed - the cost is partially minimised with each newtraining pattern encountered. This type of learning is especially appropriateif the distribution D, from which the training patterns are drawn, changesslowly over time [14].Since any time series is a result of periodical sampling of some continuousevent, it can be used to provide a (potentially) in�nite number of trainingpatterns piece by piece. However, we have decided not to pursue this ap-proach and instead opted for so-called batch learning.4.2 Learning ParadigmsThree main learning paradigms are generally recognized in the neural net-work literature:

• supervised learning,
• unsupervised learning, and
• reinforcement learning.Note that there is no strictly de�ned relation between neural networkmodels and learning paradigms, i.e. none of the learning paradigms is as-sociated with any particular type of neural network, and none of the neuralnetwork types is tied to any particular learning paradigm.25



Depending on the task to solve, we may have a (fully) labelled, partiallylabelled or unlabelled training set at our disposal. Every training patterncontained in a labelled training set is labelled, i.e. contains both an inputvector and a (desired) output vector. Unlabelled training set, on the otherhand, consists of only unlabelled training patterns, i.e. training patternscontaining only an input vector. Partially labelled training sets contain amixture of labelled and unlabelled training patterns.Labelled training sets are used during supervised learning, partially la-belled training sets during semi-supervised learning and unlabelled trainingsets during unsupervised learning. Hence, each learning paradigm is anabstraction of a particular group of learning tasks.When training a multi-layer perceptron to forecast time series based onpast observation, we know what the correct answer to each input vectorfrom the past should have been by looking at the series itself, i.e. everyinput vector has a desired output vector associated with it. Therefore, alabelled training set can be constructed for a supervised learning session.4.3 Supervised LearningIn supervised learning, we are presented with a set of training patterns
(vi, vo), where vi ∈ Vi is the input vector and vo ∈ Vo is the (desired) outputvector, and the goal is to �nd a function f : Vi → Vo, where Vi is the vectorspace of all input vectors and Vo is the vector space of all output vectors thatmatches all training patterns, i.e. when presented with a training pattern'sinput vector, it will return its desired output vector. To put it di�erently,we would like to infer the mapping implied by the data.Ideally, the cost function should penalize the mismatch between the in-ferred mapping and the mapping contained in the training set. It may becustom-tailored by a designer to inherently contain prior knowledge aboutthe problem domain. A favourite among the cost functions is the mean-squared error presented in section 4.1 of this chapter.A convenient way to think about this paradigm is to imagine a teacherguiding the learning process of a network. The teacher knows what is thecorrect output to every input from the training set. Hence, he is able totrain the network by providing it with feedback.26



4.4 Learning AlgorithmsLearning algorithm, or training algorithm, is an algorithm which trains aneural network. Numerous learning algorithms, deterministic or stochasticin nature, have been proposed.A typical deterministic learning algorithm implements some form of gra-dient descent (also known as steepest descent). This is done by simply takingthe derivative of the cost function with respect to a network's con�guration(synaptic weights) and then changing that con�guration in a gradient-relateddirection [14]. In this thesis, the most widely used of all deterministic learn-ing algorithms, Backpropagation, will be discussed.As opposed to the deterministic learning algorithms, the stochastic learn-ing algorithms introduce a certain amount of `randomness' to the learningprocess.1The stochastic learning algorithms introduced in this thesis are each animplementation of some metaheuristic. A metaheuristic (greek for `higherorder heuristic') is a heuristic method for solving a very general class ofcomputational problems by combining user-given black-box procedures �usually heuristics themselves � in the hope of obtaining a more e�cient ormore robust procedure.In this thesis, some of the most interesting metaheuristics � Genetic Algo-rithms, Simulated Annealing and Ant Colony Optimization � are introduced.All of the these were originally designed to solve combinatorial optimizationproblems. Our goal was to implement them as learning algorithms, whichmeans applying them to the continuous domain.In should be noted that the learning process is not restricted to using asingle learning algorithm. The learning algorithms may be combined to forma hybrid learning algorithm. The individual learning algorithms forming ahybrid do not necessarily have to belong to the same category (deterministicor stochastic). Particularly noteworthy hybrid learning algorithms that havebeen proposed include:
• a genetic algorithm where each individual performs a few iterations of`hill-climbing' before being evaluated (GA-BP) and1Of course, one may point out, and correctly so, that Backpropagation learning al-gorithm also employs a pseudo-random number generator. However, it does so only toinitialize the synaptic weights; after the learning itself begins, the algorithm proceeds ina deterministic fashion. 27



• a simulated annealing where the parameters are controlled by a geneticalgorithm (SA-GA).4.4.1 BackpropagationBackpropagation (abbreviation for `backwards propagation of errors') is adeterministic supervised learning algorithm. Since it employs a form of gra-dient descent in search for the network error function's minimum, it requiresthat all non-input neurons in the network have di�erentiable activation func-tions.�íma and Neruda [10] give the following account of the adaptation pro-cedure. In the beginning of the adaptation process, in time 0, the weights ofthe con�guration ~w(0) are set to random values from zero's neighbourhood,e.g. w
(0)
ji ∈ [−1, 1]. The adaptation runs in discrete time steps, which cor-respond to the training cycles (also referred to as training epochs). A newcon�guration ~w(t) in time t > 0 is calculated as follows:

w
(t)
ji = w

(t−1)
ji + ∆w

(t)
jiwhere the change of weights δw

(t)
ji in time t > 0 is proportional to the negativegradient of the error function E(w) at the point ~w(t−1):

∆w
(t)
ji = −ε

∂E

∂wji

(~w(t−1)),where 0 < ε < 1 is the learning rate.The learning rate ε is a measure of the training patterns' in�uence on theadaptation (something of a `willingness' to adapt) and is a rather delicateparameter. A learning rate that is `too low' results in slow convergence andthe network error may never drop below the maximum tolerable value evenif the computational budget is generous. On the other hand, a learningrate that is `too high' almost inevitably causes divergence and the networkerror rises above all imaginable bounds. As the learning rate requires apainstaking manual �ne-tuning for each particular task, the most helpfulrecommendations one one can hope to get are nothing more than rules ofthumb.As such, they are not intended to be strictly accurate or reliable forevery situation.The most helpful recommendations we have come across suggest main-taining a separate learning rate εji for each weight wji in the network. At28



the beginning of the adaptation, the values of εji are recommended to bechosen conservatively (e.g. in the order of thousandths or ten thousandths),especially for larger topologies. In case of a successful convergence in time
t > 1 (i.e. if δw

(t)
ji δw

(t−1)
ji > 0), the learning rate can be increased linearly:

ε
(t)
ji = κε

(t−1)
ji ,for κ > 1 (e.g. κ = 1.01). Otherwise, in case of an apparent divergence, itcan be decreased exponentially:

ε
(t)
ji = ε

(t−1)
ji /2.During the backpropagation, the layers are updated sequentially, startingwith the output layer and proceeding with the hidden layers. However thecomputation within the context of one layer can be parallelized.The Backpropaagtion learning algorithm, as described above, has twomajor drawbacks. The �rst drawback is that it can be unacceptably slow,even for relatively small topologies. Plethora of modi�cations, achievingvarying degrees of success, have been proposed to remedy this situation. Wehave chosen to implement one of the simplest, yet most promising in theNeuralNetwork class library.Momentum It has been observed that a low learning rate results in aslow convergence and a high learning rate in a divergence. A simple andoften-used modi�cation that seeks to eliminate this shortcoming, takes intoconsideration the previous weight change � so-called momentum � whencalculating the current weight change in the direction of the error functiongradient:
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(~w(t−1)) + αδw
(t−1)
ji ,where 0 < α < 1 (e.g. α = 0.9) is the parameter of momentum that deter-mines the extent of previous changes's in�uence. This augmentation enablesthe gradient descent methods to `slide' the surface of the error function E(~w)faster.The second major drawback of the Backpropagation learning algorithm(and all learning algorithm based on the methods of steepest descent) is thatthe search for the global minimum may become `stuck' in a local minimum.The fact that a convergence to a local minimum can not be recognised (and29



possibly the learning process repeated) makes this drawback even more se-rious. The NeuralNetwork class library attempts to lower the probabilityof this happening by two simple remedies.Multiple Runs The Backpropagation learning algorithm is run multipletimes, each time starting with a random, and hopefully di�erent, initialnetwork con�guration. Throughout the multiple runs, the best networkcon�guration found so far is maintained. The more runs, the lower theprobability that a gradient descent from all of them led only to local minima.Jitter At regular intervals, i.e. once every some predetermined numberof training cycles, the synaptic weights of the network are perturbed byhaving a small random value added to or subtracted from them. The ideais to introduce a healthy amount of randomness to the whole process, thusenabling the network to escape from local minima, should it become trappedin one.4.4.2 Genetic AlgorithmGenetic algorithms (GAs) are a family of computational models inspired byevolution. These algorithms encode a potential solution to a speci�c prob-lem on a simple chromosome-like data structure and apply recombinationoperators to these structures so as to preserve critical information. Geneticalgorithms are often viewed as function optimizers, although the range ofproblems to which genetic algorithms have been applied is quite broad.In his popular tutorial [13], Whitley summarises what he calls the canon-ical genetic algorithm as follows. An implementation of a genetic algorithmbegins with a population of (typically random) chromosomes. One thenevaluates these structures and allocates reproductive opportunities in sucha way that those chromosomes which represent a better solution to the tar-get problem are given more chances to `reproduce' than those chromosomeswhich are poorer solutions. The `goodness' of a solution is typically de�nedwith respect to the current population.
30



4.4.3 Simulated AnnealingThe problem of getting stuck in a local minimum is successfully dealt withby the simulated annealing (SA) method. In contrast with the hill-climbingalgorithm (for our continuous case, the gradient descent algorithm) it canalso accept a worse solution than the current one with certain probability,determined by the Metropolis criterion. Another important di�erence isthat instead of exploring the neighbourhood and choosing the best solution( for our continuous case, calculating the gradient) the current solution istransformed into a new solution by a stochastic operator [12].The inspiration for the method (and its name) comes from a physicalprocess of annealing a solid body used to reduce its inner (crystallographic)defects. The body is heated to a high temperature and the slowly cooled.This enables its atoms to overcome local energetic barriers and settle intoequilibria positions. Steady temperature decrease results in the equilibriapositions of the atoms being stabilized. Hence, upon reaching the �naltemperature (which is considerably lower than the initial temperature), allatoms will have attained their equilibria positions and the body will notcontain any inner defects.4.4.4 Ant Colony OptimizationAnt Colony Optimization (ACO)metaheuristic, itself a member of the SwarmIntelligence (SI) family of computational methods, is an umbrella term foroptimization algorithms inspired by the ants' foraging behaviour. Since theirconception in 1992 by Marco Dorigo, several variations on the canonical antcolony optimization have been proposed. However, as Socha points out in[9] adhere to the following basic ideas:
• Search is performed by a population of individuals - simple indepen-dent agents.
• There is no direct communication between the individuals.
• The solutions are constructed incrementally.
• The solution components are chosen probabilistically, based on stig-mergic information. 31



Wikipedia-Stigmergy is a mechanism for spontaneous, indirect coordi-nation between agents (in our case ants), where the trace left in the envi-ronment (in our case the pheromone trail) by an agent' action stimulatesthe performance of a subsequent action, by the same or a di�erent agent.Stigmergy is a form of self-organization. It produces complex, apparentlyintelligent structures (in our case �nds the shortest paths between the antcolony and a source of food), without need for any planning, control, or evencommunication between the agents. As such it supports e�cient collabora-tion between extremely simple agents, who lack any memory, intelligence oreven awareness of each other.Even though ACO had initially been used for solving combinatorial op-timization problems (e.g. the travelling salesman problem), it has sincebeen extended (without the need to make any major conceptual changes) tocontinuous and mixed-variable domains.
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Chapter 5NeuralNetwork (Class Library)The NeuralNetwork class library presented in this chapter has originallybeen conceived as nothing more than an auxiliary software tool to be de-veloped for the purposes of this thesis. However, over time it has evolvedinto a capable neural network class library and took a more central stagein the following text. It provides almost all the necessary functionality oneneeds when attempting to forecast markets by means of simple time seriesprediction. Only a rather compact project needs to be built on top of it,as will be evident later when we introduce the MarketForecaster consoleapplication.Instead of using a third-party neural network library, we have opted todesign and implement our own. This decision was motivated by the followingideas.First and foremost, we wanted to initiate the work on a neural networklibrary that would be following the principles of object oriented programmingas much as possible. In practice, this means that in situations where a trade-o� between a design and performance issue had to be made, we mostlyelected to protect the design at the cost of compromising performance. Ithas to be noted though that this approach is not a typical one, as the �eldof neuro-computing is characterised by a high demand for speed. We didnot however attempt to compete with some of the fastest libraries currentlyavailable.We also wanted the library to be as accessible to a researcher new tothe �eld as possible. Some of the best neural network libraries in the world33



appear rather intimidating when �rst seen.1 Our library, on the other hand,o�ers an elegant and straightforward API, making it an ideal companion toa introductory class about neural networks.It is often said, that only by writing the code itself, a novice to the�eld can make sure he or she really understands the problem. So the last(but certainly not the least compelling) reason to write the library ourselvesrevolved around the desire to fully grasp the theoretical intricacies involvedin the �eld of neural networks. True, the task was challenging, but left usconsiderably more con�dent in our understanding.5.1 Requirements DocumentationNeuralNetwork is an (arti�cial) neural network class library. It enablesthe user to
• build training sets,
• build neural networks,
• create learning algorithms (known as teachers in the library jargon),
• train neural networks, and
• (most importantly) use the trained neural networks.5.1.1 Supported FeaturesCurrently, labelled training sets, multi-layer perceptrons, one deterministic(Backpropagation), and three stochastic (based on genetic algorithm, sim-ulated annealing and ant colony optimization) teachers and are supported`out-of-the-box'. Combinations of a labelled training set, a multi-layer per-ceptron and Backpropagation teacher make up for the majority of neuralnetworks applications today. However, the library is designed to facilitatethe extension of available classes by an experienced user, should he or sherequire a di�erent type of training set, neural network or teacher.1Of course this is perfectly justi�ed by the amount of computational power they o�er.34



5.2 Design and Architecture DocumentationNeuralNetwork's most important class is the Network class. It providesan abstraction of a multi-layer perceptron. Every multi-layer perceptronconsists of a number of layers (the Layer class). At the very least it has tocontain an input layer (the InputLayer) and the output layer (the Acti-vationLayer class). Furthermore, it may contain an arbitrary (althoughusually reasonably small) number of hidden layers (also represented by theActivationLayer class). A decision has been made to provide a separateclass for the input layer, as the input layer is not a full-�edged layer (e.g. itdoes not have an activation function).Any layer is basically just a collection of neurons (the Neuron class).The input layer holds together all the network's input neurons (the Input-Neuron class), a hidden layer holds together a number of hidden neurons,and the output layer groups all the network's output neurons. Both hiddenneurons and output neurons are abstracted into the ActiavtionNeuronclass. Again, two distinct classes (although sharing a common base class)representing neurons exist as there are some characteristics unique to theinput neurons (e.g. they can be assigned the input to the network) as well asother unique to the hidden and output neurons (e.g. the ability to evaluatetheir state).In a multi-layer perceptron, two neurons from neighbouring layers areconnected by a (uni-directional) synapse (the Synapse class). All thesynapses between any two (hence not necessarily neighbouring) layers areheld together in a collection called connector (the Connector class). Theconnector has no real analogy in the arti�cial neural network theory. Its ex-istence is motivated by an attempt to make the process of building a networkas straightforward as possible.Two design aspects of the NeuralNetwork class library are de�nitelyworth mentioning: blueprints and decorable components.Despite our ultimate ambition to design a �exible library based on simplecomponents (neuron, layer, synapse, connector, etc.) that could be assem-bled together to form custom-built neural networks, we have (at least for thetime being) decided to impose certain restrictions on the process of buildinga neural network. As long as recurrent neural networks are not supported, itis imperative to prevent the user from building structures that would containcycles in their graphs. 35



Through a series of layer blueprints (the LayerBlueprint, Input-LayerBlueprint and ActivationLayerBlueprint classes) and con-nector blueprints (the ConnectorBlueprint class) constituting a net-work blueprint (the NetworkBlueprint class), the client can specifywhich layers are interconnected, i.e. he or she can determine the �ow ofinformation in the network. There is no way to build a neural networkdirectly, one has to use a valid blueprint. A positive externality is thata blueprint, once created, can be used to comfortably construct any num-ber of (identically-structured) neural networks. This is especially handy insituations where population-based computational models are employed.All publicly available neural network class libraries we have seen tendto mix the concepts of neural networks and training algorithms, typicallyby tying a particular neural network type, say the multi-layer perceptron,with a particular learning algorithm. They do this by including state orfunctionality associated with that particular learning algorithm into the veryde�nition of some concrete neural network class, e.g. a change in weight intoa synapse. The problem is that while a change in weight is inherent to asynapse being trained by Backpropagation, it is not inherent to a synapseas such. We have decided not to repeat this conceptual mistake and setout to completely separate neural network from learning algorithms. Weanticipated that if we succeed, we might a�ord the luxury of having the samenetwork (meaning the same instance during run-time) trained by as manyteachers as we desire. Furthermore, a teacher once constructed may enjoy amore productive lifetime by teaching a whole `class' of neural networks.Simply inheriting a new class, say BackpropagationNetwork fromthe Network class was just not enough, because a Network object, once in-stantiated can not be `upgraded' to an instance of its classes sub-class. Thusa Network object could never become a BackpropagationNetwork forinstance. We required a way to promote an already instantiated object intoa new, more complex one, i.e. to enrich its state and functionality at thetime of execution. We turned our attention to design patterns and quicklyfound out that the Decorator design pattern, providing a ��exible alterna-tive to subclassing for extending functionality� [4], advertised exactly whatwe were looking for.Inspired by the Decorator design pattern, decided to make every compo-nent in the NeuralNetwork class library a decorable one. As such, theycan be created with minimal state and functionality and later dynamically36



acquire some additional responsibilities. The BackpropagationTeacherclass serves as an example of how every type of component (neuron, layer,synapse, connector, and even network itself) can be promoted to supportnew state (e.g. BackpropagationConnector adds the momentum)and functionality (e.g. BackpropagationLayer adds the Backpropagatefunction).5.3 Technical DocumentationNeuralNetwork is a class library written in C# programming language(version 3) and targeted for Microsoft .NET Framework (version 3.5). It isbeing developed in Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition as a part ofthe MarketForecaster solution - an entire solution aimed at forecastingmarkets using arti�cial neural networks.5.3.1 DependenciesNeuralNetwork class library itself uses the following class libraries:
• GeneticAlgorithm (a genetic algorithm metaheuristic class library)
• SimulatedAnnealing (a simulated annealing metaheuristic class li-brary)
• AntColonyOptimization (an ant colony optimization metaheuristicclass library)These were designed and developed as standalone and compact class librariesto support the mainNeuralNetwork class library and are part of theMar-ketForecaster solution. NeuralNetwork class library does not use anythird-party class libraries.5.3.2 Relevant Projects from the MarketForecaster so-lutionApart from the NeuralNetwork class library itself, the MarketFore-caster solution contains the following relevant projects:37



• NeuralNetworkTest (a NeuralNetwork class library test harness)
• NeuralNetworkDemo (a NeuralNetwork class library demonstra-tion, containing the example from the End User Documentation sec-tion of this chapter)5.4 End User DocumentationTo use the NeuralNetwork class library, the client has to follow the stan-dard procedure for using a third-party class library, i.e. add a reference toNeuralNetwork.dll to their project's references. As the whole class libraryis contained in the NeuralNetwork namespace, a using NeuralNetwork di-rective (or any other nested namespace) is required.In this section, we will present a tutorial dedicated to building, trainingand using an multi-layer perceptron to compute a simple function - the XORlogical function. The XOR logical function has been chosen for two reasons.First, it is simple enough. Therefore, it will not complicate the explanationunnecessarily. Second, it is linearly inseparable and therefore not so simple.Some logical functions (e.g. NOT, AND, OR) are linearly separable andtherefore so simple, that a single-layer perceptron can be build, trained andused to compute them, making the use of a multi-layer perceptron ratherunnecessary.5.4.1 Step 1 : Building a Training SetThe training set can be build either manually (in the program code itself)or automatically (from a text �le).Step 1 : Alternative A : Building a Training Set ManuallyWhen building a training set manually, the input and output vector lengthshave to be speci�ed. The length of the input vector is the dimension of thefunction's domain (2 in our case):int inputVectorLength = 2; 38



The length of the output vector is the dimension of the function's range(1 in our case):int outputVectorLength = 1;The training set can now be built:TrainingSet trainingSet = new TrainingSet(inputVectorLength,outputVectorLength); Note that both dimensions have to be positive. Otherwise an exceptionis thrown.Naturally, after the training set is build, it is empty, i.e. it does notcontain any training patterns just yet. We have to add them manually oneby one:TrainingPattern trainingPattern;trainingPattern = new TrainingPattern(new double[ 2 ] { 0.0, 0.0 }, new double[ 1 ] { 0.0 });trainingSet.Add( trainingPattern );trainingPattern = new TrainingPattern(new double[ 2 ] { 0.0, 1.0 }, new double[ 1 ] { 1.0 });trainingSet.Add( trainingPattern );trainingPattern = new TrainingPattern(new double[ 2 ] { 1.0, 0.0 }, new double[ 1 ] { 1.0 });trainingSet.Add( trainingPattern );trainingPattern = new TrainingPattern(new double[ 2 ] { 1.0, 1.0 }, new double[ 1 ] { 0.0 });trainingSet.Add( trainingPattern );}39



Note that when attempting to add a training pattern to a training set,its dimensions have to correspond to that of the training set. Otherwise anexception is thrown informing the client about their incompatibility.The training set is now build and ready to be used.Step 1 : Alternative B : Building a Training Set AutomaticallyWhen building a training set automatically, the name of the �le (and pathto it) containing the training set has to be speci�ed.TrainingSet trainingSet = new TrainingSet( "XOR.trainingset" );Note that the contents of the �le have to conform to the .trainingset�le format precisely. Otherwise an exception is thrown.The trainingset �le format describes the way a training session is storedin a �le. The �rs row contains two numbers, the dimensions of the inputand output vectors. Exactly one blank line has to follow. Next, the �lecontains an arbitrary number of training patterns, each stored on a separateline. The training pattern is stored by simply having its input and outputvectors concatenated and the resulting sequence of real numbers written ona single line2.The training set is now build and ready to be used.5.4.2 Step 2 : Building a Blueprint of a NetworkBefore we can build a network, we need a blueprint to control the construc-tion process. A network blueprint has to contain an input layer blueprint,an arbitrary number of hidden layer blueprints (depending on the requirednumber of hidden layers) and an output layer blueprint.The input layer blueprint requires that the client speci�es the number ofinput neurons, i.e. the length of the input vector:2See the example trainingset �les included.
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LayerBlueprint inputLayerBlueprint = new LayerBlueprint(inputVectorLength); The hidden layers blueprints (being activation layer blueprints) each re-quire that the client speci�es the number of hidden neurons and the layeractivation function:ActivationLayerBlueprint hiddenLayerBlueprint =new ActivationLayerBlueprint(2, new LogisticActivationFunction());Apart from the most widely used activation function - the logistic activa-tion function - several alternative activation functions are provided, namelythe linear activation function (used almost exclusively as an output layeractivation function) and the hyperbolic tangent activation function.The output layer blueprint (being an activation layer blueprint) requiresthe number of output neurons and the layer activation function to be spec-i�ed by the user:ActivationLayerBlueprint outputLayerBlueprint =new ActivationLayerBlueprint(outputVectorLength,new LogisticActivationFunction());Note that the number of (input, hidden and output) neurons has to bepositive. Otherwise an exception is thrown.Now the we have constructed all layer blueprints, we can create thenetwork blueprint:NetworkBlueprint networkBlueprint = new NetworkBlueprint(inputLayerBlueprint,hiddenLayerBlueprint,outputLayerBlueprint); 41



If more than one hidden layer is required, the library o�ers an overload ofthe network blueprint's constructor accepting a whole array of hidden layerblueprints instead of a single hidden layer as its second argument.The network blueprint is now built and ready to be used.5.4.3 Step 3 : Building a NetworkGiven we have already created a network blueprint, we can use it to build3the neural network4:Network network = new Network( networkBlueprint );The network is now built and ready to be trained.5.4.4 Step 4 : Building a TeacherWhile a teacher requires the training set to be speci�ed, the validation andtest sets need not be speci�ed. However, shall the user decide to supply theteacher will validation and/or test sets as well, they have to be of the sametype as the training set, i.e. their input vector lengths and output vectorlengths have to match.Currently, the teacher will use its training set to both train any givennetwork and to evaluate how successful the network was at classifying thewithin-sample patterns, i.e. inferring the mapping from the data. Its test set,not presented during the training, is then used to evaluate how successful thenetwork was at classifying the out-of-sample patterns, i.e. how well it cangeneralise the mapping. The teacher currently has no use for its validationset.In our case, the teacher is provided only with a training set, as thereis no point in generalising such a simple (and enumerable) mapping as theXOR logical function.3Note that there is (as of now) no alternative way to build a network - the client hasto use a blueprint. Since the network construction process is a complex one and o�ersmany possibilities to go astray, it has been (for the time being) automated as much aspossible.4In fact, we can use it to build as many neural networks of the same architecture asrequested. 42



TrainingSet validationSet = null;TrainingSet testSet = null;ITeacher backpropagationTeacher = new BackpropagationTeacher(trainingSet, validationSet, testSet); Apart from the most widely used teacher, the Backpropagation teacher(BackpropaagtionTeacher), several alternative teachers are supported.These include the genetic algorithm teacher (GeneticAlgorithmTeacher),the simulated annealing teacher (SimulatedAnnealingTeacher) andthe ant colony optimization teacher (AntColonyOptimizationTeacher).The teacher is now built and ready to be used.5.4.5 Step 5 : Training the networkWhen training a neural network, it is possible to specify some requirements,e.g. that a allotted computational budget (the maximum number of itera-tions) is not exceeded or that a required level of accuracy (the maximumtolerable network error) is achieved. Depending on which requirements arespeci�ed, the network can be trained in three di�erent modes:Mode 1Training in the �rst mode means a certain computational budget is allotted(the maximum number of iterations) and a certain level of accuracy (themaximum tolerable error of the network) is required. Under these circum-stances, the training ends either when the budget is depleted or the accuracyis achieved.int maxIterationCount = 10000;double maxTolerableNetworkError = 1e-3;TrainingLog trainingLog = backpropagationTeacher.Train(network, maxIterationCount, maxTolerableNetworkError); The actual number of iterations used and the actual error of the networkachieved might be of interest. These can be accessed via theTrainingLog'sIterationCount and NetworkError properties respectively.43



The network is now trained and ready to be used.Mode 2Training in the second mode means only a certain computational budget(the maximum number of iterations) is allotted. The level of accuracy is�absolute� (the maximum tolerable error of the network is 0). Under thesecircumstances, as the level of accuracy can hardly be achieved, the trainingends when the computational budget is depleted.int maxIterationCount = 10000;TrainingLog trainingLog = backpropagationTeacher.Train(network, maxIterationCount); While the actual number of iterations used is of no interest, the actualerror of the network achieved might be. It can accessed via the Train-ingLog's NetworkError property.The network is now trained and ready to be used.Mode 3Training in the third mode means only a certain level of accuracy (the max-imum tolerable network error) is required. The computational budget is�absolute� (the maximum number of iterations is set to Int32.MaxValue).Under these circumstances, as the computational budget can hardly be de-pleted, the training ends when the accuracy is achieved.double maxTolerableNetworkError = 1e-3;TrainingLog trainingLog = backpropagationTeacher.Train(network, maxTolerableNetworkError); While the actual error of the network achieved is of no interest, the ac-tual number of iterations used might be. It can be accessed via the Train-ingLog's IterationCount property.The network is now trained and ready to be used.44



5.4.6 Step 6 : Examining the Training LogThe training log returned by the teacher's Train method contains usefulinformation concerning that particular training session. More precisely, itconveys information of three types:
• the information regarding the training session itself: the number ofruns used (RunCount), the number of iterations used(IterationCount) and the network error achieved (NetworkError),
• the measures of �t: the within-sample residual sum of squares(RSS_TrainingSet), the within-sample residual standard deviation(RSD_TrainingSet), the Akaike information criterion (AIC), the bias-corrected Akaike information criterion (AICC), the Bayesian informa-tion criterion (BIC) and the Schwarz Bayesian criterion (SBC), and
• the information related to the networks ability to generalise: the out-of-sample residual sum of squares (RSS_TestSet) and the out-of-sampleresidual standard deviation (RSD_TestSet).5.4.7 Step 7 : Using the Trained NetworkAfter a network has been trained, the client can use it to evaluate the outputvector for an input vector5:double[] inputVector = trainingSet[ 0 ].InputVector;double[] outputVector = network.Evaluate( inputVector );

5Obviously, this vector does not have to be one of those presented to the network duringthe training. In our simple example though, we have no such vector at our disposal.45



Chapter 6MarketForecaster (ConsoleApplication)
6.1 Requirements Speci�cationMarketForecaster is a console application for forecasting markets usingsimple time series prediction. It is designed to be as lightweight as possible,delegating all the `grunt work' to the underlying NeuralNetwork classlibrary.6.2 Technical DocumentationMarketForecaster is a console application written in C# programminglanguage (version 3) and targeted for Microsoft .NET Framework (version3.5). It was developed in Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition as a partof the MarketForecaster solution - an entire solution aimed at forecastingmarkets using arti�cial neural networks.6.2.1 DependenciesMarketForecaster console application uses the NeuralNetwork class li-brary. This has been designed and developed speci�cally to support theMarketForecaster console application and is a part of the MarketFore-caster solution. MarketForecaster console application does not require46



any third-party class libraries.6.3 End User DocumentationMarketForecaster console application is launched from command line takes(exactly) three arguments:MarketForecaster.exeairline_data_scaled_0,01.timeseriesairline_data.forecastingsessionairline_data_scaled_0,01.forecastinglog6.3.1 Argument 1 : The Time Series File NameThe �rst argument we need to provide is the name of the �le from whichthe time series will be loaded. This �le has to conform to the timeseries�le format.The timeseries �le format describes the way a time series is stored in a�le. The most important characteristic is that a single timeseries �le cannot store more than one time series and that a single time series can not bestored in more than one �le. Thus, a timeseries �le always contains exactlyone time series. A timeseries �le is allowed to contain only real numbersseparated by exactly one space character. Whether they are all stored in asingle line or each on a separate line, or whether the �le contains blank linesis irrelevant. This leniency in timeseries �le format speci�cation allows foran arbitrary tabulation of contained data, e.g. to be easily interpreted by ahuman reader. Taking our airline_data.timeseries �le as an example,it contains 12 rows (representing years from 1949 to 1960) each consisting of12 real values (each representing the monthly total of international airlinepassengers).Please note that once a time series is loaded, no preprocessing of the datatakes place. Any preprocessing should therefore be carried out before thetime series is loaded. Also notice that, since the time series preprocessingcan easily be handled by simple scripts, we have decided that a similarfunctionality in the MarketForecaster would have been rather redundant.47



6.3.2 Argument 2 : The Forecasting Session File NameThe second argument we need to provide is the name of the �le from whichthe forecasting session will be loaded. This �le has to conform to theforecastingsession �le format.The forecastingsession �le format describes the way a forecastingsession is stored in a �le. The most important aspect is that a singleforecastingsession �le can store an arbitrary amount of so-called (fore-casting) trials. Each trial is stored on a separate line, so theforecastingsession �le is, in e�ect, a row-oriented batch �le. Here is howa single row from forecastingsession �le looks like:12; -4, -3, -2, -1; 0; 1We will refer to this row when describing the format of a trial.The motivation for grouping trials into a forecasting session is twofold.First, it automates the process of launching multiple trials. Second, as thereis one-to-one relation between a forecasting session and a forecasting log(described in the following subsection), the results of all trials stored in oneforecasting session are logged into a single �le. Being stored in a single �le,their details and achievements can be compared and contrasted with ease.The trial format consists of four �elds separated by semicolon:1. the �rst �eld speci�es the actual number of forecast, i.e. the size ofthe test set,2. the second �eld lists the lags,3. the third �eld lists the leaps, and4. the fourth �eld speci�es the number of hidden neurons of a multi-layerperceptron (containing one hidden layer) used in the trial.It is not necessary for the lags and leaps to be ordered in ascending fash-ion, although following this convention is recommended as it will contributeto the clarity of the trainingsession �le.48



Currently, only one-step-ahead forecasts are supported, i.e. at any givenmoment in time, only the immediate next time series element can be pre-dicted. See discussion in Choosing the Leaps section of Applying Arti�cialNeural Networks to Market Forecasting chapter for a way to overcome thislimitation.Having familiarized ourselves with the trial format, the example abovecan be interpreted as follows. Forecast the last 12 months of the time series(the last year) taking the values at lags 4, 3, 2 and 1 as the input values andthe value at leap 0 (the immediate future) as the output value (one-step-ahead forecasts). Use a multi-layer perceptron with 1 neuron comprising thehidden layer.Typically, all trials constituting a forecasting session will attempt thesame number of identically leaped forecasts (their �rst and third �elds' valueswill match). However, to achieve this, they will usually attempt to usedi�erently lagged variables (second column) and di�erent numbers of hiddenneurons (fourth column) in the multi-layer perceptron.6.3.3 Argument 3 : The Forecasting Log File NameThe third argument we need to provide is the name of the �le into which theforecasting log will be saved. The training log will be created if the �le doesnot already exist or overwritten otherwise. The forecasting log produced bythe MarketForecaster console application, once created, conforms to theforecastinglog �le format.The forecastinglog �le format describes the way a forecasting log isstored in a �le. The most important characteristic is that by the time theexecution of the forecasting session is over, the forecasting log will havecontained exactly the same number of entries as is the number of trials com-prising the forecasting session. As the forecastingsession �le format isrow-oriented (with each row representing one trial), the forecastinglog�le format is row-oriented as well (with each row representing one entry).Naturally, the n-th row of the forecastinglog �le (excluding the header)contains an entry regarding the trial contained in the n-th row of theforecastingsession �le. Here is how a single row from the forecastinglog
49



�le looks like1:-4, -3, -2, -1; 128; 1; 7;10,4416889220462; 0,285614591194998;-306,79666181207; -279,832449964632;3,31320667739403; 0,525452715712368}We will refer to this row when describing the format of an entry.The entry format consists of 10 �elds separated by semicolon:1. the �rst �eld lists the lags of the trial (-4, -3, -2, -1),2. the second �eld holds the number of e�ective observations presentedto the multi-layer perceptron during the training session, i.e. the sizeof the training set (128),3. the third �eld holds the number of hidden neurons of the multi-layerperceptron (1),4. the fourth �eld holds the number of parameters, i.e. the number ofsynapses of the the multi-layer perceptron (7),5. the �fth �eld holds the residual sum of squares for the within-sampleobservations (10,4416889220462)6. the sixth �eld holds the residual standard deviation for the within-sample observations (0,285614591194998),7. the seventh �eld holds the Akaike information criterion(-306,79666181207),8. the eighth �eld holds the Bayesian information criterion(-279,832449964632),9. the ninth �eld holds the residual sum of squares for the out-of-sampleobservations (3,31320667739403),1Please take into consideration that due to the length of the entry being greater thanthe width of this page, it has been typeset into three lines. See the actual example of atraininglog �le included on the CD-ROM.50



10. the tenth �eld folds the residual standard deviation for the the out-of-sample observations (0,525452715712368).
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Chapter 7Applying Arti�cial NeuralNetworks to Market ForecastingWhen the idea of applying neural networks to market forecasting (economictime series prediction) �rst emerged, it was widely believed that neural net-works might actually be the `ultimate solution' for this task. Being universalfunction approximators, capable of approximating any non-linear function,many were hoping they could be employed to infer the highly complex andnon-linear relationships among various economic processes. Their black boxnature considerably lowered the knowledge requirements one had to met tobe able to operate them. These, combined with their relatively high level offault-tolerance and error-robustness, enticed further research into the �eld.However, it soon became apparent that it was unlikely that the processof economic forecasting and modelling will be fully automated and the expe-rienced and skilled statisticians rendered redundant. Applying the arti�cialneural networks to market forecasting remained a relatively complex taskthat still involves many important decisions and numerous chances to goastray. Admittedly, much of it still bears the characteristic of a trial-and-error process.In the subsections of this chapter, the most important issues involved insuccessfully applying neural networks to market forecasting (economic timeseries prediction) are discussed. These issues are presented according to theorder in which they naturally arise during their application. Every issue isdiscussed both from a general point of view and this thesis' perspective.52



7.1 Step 1: Validating the DataBefore we actually begin to forecast the time series, we have to undertaketwo preliminary steps. First we need to validate the data, i.e. check it forrange under and/or over�ows, logical inconsistencies and ensure that no ob-servations are missing. It is advisable not to skip this step even when thedata has been obtained from a reliable vendor. The most common issue aforecasting practitioner is likely to come across is the issue of missing obser-vations. Take the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the most famous marketindex, as an example [3]. The missing observations (Saturdays and Sun-days) are due to the stock market being closed on weekends. One safe wayto handle the missing observations is to assume the `smoothness' of the timeseries and express them as averages of nearby observations. Although moresophisticated interpolating techniques could be used, a simple arithmeticmean will su�ce.The time series we are attempting to forecast in this thesis - the inter-national airline passengers data - has been validated by ensuring it containsall 144 observations (12 years of monthly data).7.2 Step 1: Preprocessing the DataPreprocessing the time series data in a clever way can relieve the stressplaced on any forecasting method and improve its the predictive accuracy.However, an elaborate data pre-processing will not be discussed because wewanted to assess the neural networks' performance when no `help' (e.g. inthe form of feature extraction) is available.Thus, an absolutely essential datatransformation � scaling � and two other, most commonly used ones � (�rstdi�erencing and logging) are presented in this section. Furthermore, thedata preprocessing is an active research �eld on its own, and exploring its�ndings beyond these simple techniques point lies outside the frame of thiswork.7.2.1 ScalingEven if we decide not to pre-process the raw data in any way, we have to scalethem so that they all lie within the bounds of the output layer activationfunction, that is between 0 and 1 for the logistic function and between -153



and 1 for the hyperbolic tangent function. As a linear function's range isnot bounded, no scaling is expected to be necessary when using the identityactivation function.In our forecasting e�ort, we have conducted three experiments. Thelogistic function was chosen as the hidden layer's activation function in allof them. However, they di�ered in the choice of scaling factors and outputlayer activation functions.1. In the �rst experiment, raw data (scaling factor equal to 1) was forecastusing the identity output layer activation function.2. In the second experiment, the exact same architecture was given achance to adapt to scaled data (scaling factor equal to 0.01).3. In the �nal, third experiment we conducted, the identity function wasreplaced by the logistic function and the data was scaled to �t into itsrange (scaling factor equal to 0.001).7.2.2 First Di�erencing and LoggingFirst di�erencing (i.e. taking the changes in the dependent variable insteadof its absolute value) can be used to remove a linear trend from the data[6]. Logging the data (i.e. taking the natural logarithms) is useful for timeseries consisting of both large and small values. Furthermore it converts anymultiplicative relationships to additive (e.g. the multiplicative seasonalityto additive). It has been suggested in [8] that this simpli�es and improvesnetwork training. However, taking into consideration that the neural net-works are able to cope both with linearity and non-linearity, we have insteaddecided to focus our attention and e�ort on the actual design of these neuralnetworks rather than concocting sophisticated data transformation schemes.7.3 Step 2: Choosing the LeapsThe leaps describe the future values of the time series we wish to forecast.More formally, the leaps is a vector [i1, i2, . . . in] where n is the numberof future values we want to predict at once and ij speci�es the o�set ofthe j-th future value, i.e. how far the future value is. As an example,54



consider the leaps [0]. This means, we only want to predict the immedi-ate future value (one-step-ahead forecast). Compare this with the leaps
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] predicting the next consecutive 12 values atonce (multi-step-ahead forecast). We might not be interested in the im-mediate future value at all, and instead forecast the year-ahead value byspecifying the following leaps [12].Currently, only one-step-ahead forecasts are supported, i.e. at any givenmoment in time, only one future value of a time series can be predicted.There are compelling reasons to always use only one output neuron. It hasbeen observed by Masters [8] that neural networks with multiple outputs,especially if these outputs are widely spaced, will produce inferior results ascompared to a network with a single output.However, should the multi-step-ahead forecast be required, there existsan intuitive way to simulate it using one-step-ahead forecasts. We just needto run one-step-ahead forecast for each step we want to obtain, and feed theoutput back into the network between each two consecutive runs, i.e. replacethe lag 1 input of the later run with the output of the earlier run. Naturally,this workaround is not by any means a full substitute for the multi-step-ahead forecasting, as we are are using data already �awed with predictiveinaccuracies to predict further data, thus cumulating the forecasting error.Another solution, suggested by Kaastra and Boyd [6], is to maintain aspecialised separate neural network for each individual leap.7.4 Step 4: Choosing the LagsThe lags describe the past values of the time series we with to forecast.More formally, the lags is a vector [i1, i2, . . . in] where n is the number ofpast values we want to base our prediction on and ij speci�es the o�set ofthe j-th past value, i.e. how far the past value is. As an example, considerthe lags [−4,−3,−2,−1]. This means, we want to base our prediction onthe past four values. Compare this with the lags
[−13,−12,−11,−10,−9,−8,−7,−6,−5,−4,−3,−2,−1]. Here we base ourprediction on the past thirteen values (a whole year and an additionalmonth). It is perfectly possible not to use the entire range of values be-tween the maximum and minimum lag. For instance, we may decide tobase our prediction on the past two values and this month's last year value,
[−12,−2,−1]. 55



For our forecasting session, we have devised a total of 21 di�erent trials.Each trial is uniquely distinguished by the lags and the number of hiddenneurons is prescribes. The following sets of lags were tried:1. [−2,−1]2. [−12,−11,−10,−9,−8,−7,−6,−5,−4,−3,−2,−1]3. [−14,−13,−12,−2,−1]4. [−13,−12,−2,−1]5. [−13,−12,−1]6. [−12,−2,−1]7. [−12,−1]The sets of lags evolved as follows. Let us, for the purpose of this expla-nation, assume we wanted to forecast the values of the last year (1960) ofthe international airline passengers data based on the previous eleven years(1949 � 1959, both included) 1. Also, suppose we are about to forecast thenumber of passengers for January 1960 now.The �rst attempt was a naïve one. We decided to let the multi-layerperceptron look for the way any month is related to the two months thatimmediately precede it. After we realised the data displays seasonal varia-tions, the second attempt at forecasting the January 1960 was made. Ittook the whole year 1959 into consideration. Studying the trained network'scon�guration we realised that lags −11,−10, . . . ,−3 (from February 1959 toOctober 1959) bear little in�uence on the value being forecast. On the otherhand, lags −14, . . . ,−12 (November and December 1958, and January 1959)in�uence the value of January 1960 much more signi�cantly. This key obser-vation is captured in our third attempt. The attempts four, �ve and sixand seven each seek to narrow the set of dependencies even further, withthe seventh attempt taking the key idea to the extreme.1As a matter of fact, this is exactly the way we carried out our experiment.
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7.5 Step 5: Building the Training, Validationand Testing SetsThe available data (e.g. the whole data set extracted from time series) isusually divided into three distinct sets � the training, validation and testsets. Of these, the training set should be the largest and is used as �rstto train the neural network. The validation set, containing observation notseen during the training, is used afterwards to evaluate the networks abilityto generalise. After repeating this two-step process for neural networks withdi�erent architectures and with di�erent training parameters, the modelthat performed best on the validation set is selected. This model is trainedyet again, this time using both training and testing sets. The �nal modelis accessed using the testing set, which should consist of the most recentcontiguous observations [6]. Note that after assessing the �nal model withthe test set, you must not tune it any further.The observations contained in the training and validation sets are calledwithin-sample, as they are used, in one way or the other, to optimise thecon�guration of a neural network. On the other hand, the observationscontained in the test set are called out-of-sample, since the neural networkis not allowed to adapt further as soon as it sees them.In our forecasting experiment, we have decided not to use the valida-tion set, but instead choose the best model according to various statistics.Their choice is discussed in section Step 7: Selecting Criteria for Picking theBest Model. Concerning the test set composition, we elected to follow therecommendations, and picked the last twelve observations.7.6 Step 6: Determining Multi-layer Percep-tron's ArchitectureWhile the number of input neurons and output neurons is dictated by thelags and leaps respectively, the number of hidden layers and the number ofhidden neurons comprising them remain open to experimentation.
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7.6.1 Deciding on the Number of Hidden LayersA neural network can, in theory, contain an arbitrary number of hiddenlayers. In practice however, networks with more than two hidden layers areseldom used. There are strong reasons not increase their number beyond thispoint. First, there is no need to do so, as theoretically, a network with onehidden layer is capable of approximating any continuous function, providedthe hidden layer contains a su�cient number of hidden neurons. Practicalapplications seem to agree with theory, as the introduction of additionalhidden layers could not be su�ciently justi�ed. On the contrary, a greaternumber of them increase the computational time.However, the most serious is the danger of over�tting. Over�tting hap-pens when the number of synapses of a network is relatively high with respectto the size of the training set. Under such circumstances, the network is ableto learn and reproduce every single training pattern individually, and thereis no pressure on it to generalise. Over�tting is characterised by excellentwithin-sample measures of �t on one hand, and disappointing out-of-sampleforecast accuracy on the other.Taking into consideration the length of the international airline passen-gers data and some experimentation, we have concluded that in order toeliminate the threat of over�tting, no more than one hidden layer will beused.7.6.2 Deciding on the Number of Hidden Neurons inEach Hidden LayerDeciding on the `ideal' number of hidden neurons is more or less a process oftrial-and-error. Obviously, many rules of thumb have been proposed in lit-erature, some of them relating the number of hidden neurons to the numberof input neurons, others to the size of the training set. Of all we have comeacross, the following recommendation stood out as particularly insightful.According to Klimasauskas [7], there should be at least �ve times as manytraining facts as weights, which sets an upper limit on the number of inputand hidden neurons.Instead of attempting to implement any particular heuristic, we havedecided to try out several possible numbers of hidden neurons with each setof lags. The only (upper) bound for this number was the number of input58



neurons determined by any particular set of lags.Note that in addition to the so-called �xed approach where either a val-idation set or the human inspection determines the `best' number of hiddenneurons, more advanced techniques exist. These are based on incrementaladdition or removal of hidden neurons during the training process itself.Regardless of the method used to select the range of hidden neurons tobe tested, the rule is to always select the network that performs best on thetesting set with the least number of hidden neurons [6]7.6.3 Deciding on the Activation Functions for EachNon-input LayerGenerally speaking, when trying to forecast markets, non-linear activationfunctions are preferred to linear activation functions. Two commonly usedactivation functions are the standard sigmoid function, or logistic functionand the hyperbolic tangent function. A linear function (e.g. the identityfunction) can also be used, but only in the output layer. Depending on thechoice of the output layer's activation function, the data may require scalingso that it is consistent with the range of this function.Both logistic and linear activation functions have been tried as the outputlayer activation functions in our experiment. Although we expected the lo-gistic function to perform much better, we have arrived to a conclusion, thatprovided the data is suitably scaled, they are practically interchangeable.7.7 Step 7: Training the Multi-layer Percep-tronThis is the point where the features of the underlyingNeuralNetwork classlibrary are fully appreciated. There is no need to specify the parameters ofthe Backpropagation learning algorithm (namely the learning rate and themomentum), as these will be maintained by the algorithm itself. The teacheralso minimises the chance of getting stuck in a local minimum by restartingitself a number of times and running the entire adaptation process usinga (generally) di�erent set of initial synaptic weights. Only the computa-tional budget (the maximum number of runs and the maximum number of59



iterations in a run) and the required level of accuracy has to be speci�ed.To train the multi-layer perceptrons in our experiment, we have foundthat the maximum number of runs need not be higher than 10, as thisalready accounts for a fairly satisfactory chance the training has not beentrapped in a local minimum in each of these rounds. We also limited themaximum number of iteration to undertake during each run by 10000. It hasbeen observed that such a generous computational budget can accommodatefor a satisfying decline of network error. To force the algorithm into theexhaustion of the entire computational budget, we decided to require theabsolute level of accuracy2.7.8 Step 8: Selecting Criteria for Picking theBest ModelSelecting criteria for picking the best model out of many that have undergonetraining is a tricky task, partially because so many have been suggested.Yet again, there is no such thing as the universal criterion that would beapplicable in every possible situation. The closest one can hope to get is theresidual sum of squares (RSS):
RSS =

n
∑

i=1

e2
i ,where ei = yi − f(xi). As this depends on the number of training patternspresented (which is generally di�erent for every trial in a forecasting session),it is di�cult to compare the suitability of di�erently lagged models with eachother. A normalised version of RSS, the residual standard deviation (RSD)removes this obstacle:
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nwhere n is the number of observations presented to the network during thetraining session.Notice that since these statistics can only become smaller as the modelbecomes larger, they have a tendency to favour colossal models with a mul-titude of synapses. However, as we've already seen, the larger the model,2Naturally, this level of accuracy could hardly ever be met, no matter the extent ofthe computational budget. 60



the higher the more imposing the danger of over�tting is. Thus, a criterionthat would take the size of the neural network model into consideration wassought.7.8.1 Information CriteriaFortunately, a whole group of evaluation criteria that address the issue ofpenalising the gigantic neural network models exists � the so-called infor-mation criteria:
• Akaike information criterion (AIC = n log RSS

n
+ 2p),

• bias-corrected Akaike information criterion (AICC = AIC+2(p+1)(p+2)
(n−p−2)

),
• Bayesian information criterion (BIC = n log RSS

n
+ p + p log n), and

• Schwarz Bayesian criterion (SBC = n log RSS
n

+ p log n).Note that for all of these criteria, the lower the value, the better theforecasting model. Also note that while the Akaike information criterion(AIC) punishes the extra parameters rather lightly, its bias-corrected version(AICC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) do so much moreseverely. All of these are o�ered by the NeuralNetwork class library.7.9 ResultsIn this section we present the original results of our experimentation. We willbe referring to the three experiments as described in the Step 1: Preprocess-ing the Data section. The results of these experiments (forecasting sessions)are stored in three forecasting logs: airline_data_raw.forecastinglogstores the results of the �rs experiment,airline_data_scaled_0.01.traininglog contains the results of the sec-ond experiment and �nally airline_data_scaled_0.001.traininglogstores the results of the third experiment. In the following subsections, wewill take a closer look at the results contained in these forecasting logs.
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7.9.1 First ExperimentIn the �rst experiment (refer to the airline_data_raw.forecastinglog),the multi-layer perceptrons were fed raw untransformed data. This necessi-tated the use of a linear activation function in the output layer. The resultsyielded by this experiment are downright disappointing. When forecastingtime series whose values are expected to fall somewhere between 0 and 500,the out-of-sample RSD of approximately 211 (achieved by the best models)is utterly unacceptable. It looks like the multi-layer perceptrons got over-whelmed by the high outputs of the network to the point where no e�ectiveadaptation could take place. In this experiment, we have proven that at leastsome pre-processing of the data has to be carried out before it is presentedto a multi-layer perceptron.7.9.2 Second ExperimentAfter it became apparent the multi-layer perceptrons in the �rst experimentcould not deal with raw data, we decided to scale the data by the factor of0.01. Since their range was still not compatible with the logistic activationfunction, we had no other choice but to stick with the identity output layeractivation function. Admittedly, we did not expect any noticeable improve-ment. In the end, we were pleasantly surprised just how much this simpledata transformation simpli�ed the perceptrons' job. This time, as the datawas scaled by a factor of 0.01, we were expecting the forecast values tofall between 0 and 5. The most successful model achieved an out-of-sampleRSD of 0.166. Scaling this value back, we obtain the best out-of-sampleRSD of 16.6 with respect to the raw data. That is almost 13 times betterthat the �rst, naïve experiment. This is a very satisfying result, especiallyconsidering it was delivered by one of the smallest model, using only twoinputs.The explanation lies in the importance of these inputs. The �rst inputthe last year's value for the same month (lag -12) and the second input is themost recent month (lag -1). Surely, these are the most helpful month to lookat when dealing with economic time series containing trend and seasonality.However, the most important question we posed was whether the infor-mation criteria we were looking at, could point us in the right direction.In other words, whether they can, by looking at the models' performanceon the within-sample (training set) observations and taking their size into62



consideration, identify the best models that would perform the best on theout-of-sample (test set) observations. The idea these criteria seem to be ex-ploiting is the penalisation of high numbers of parameters (weights). Theyassume such colossal models are bound to be over-�tted and will inevitablyperform poorly on the out-of-sample observations.In the second experiment (refer to theairline_data_scaled_0.01.forecastinglog), the AIC picked the �-13, -12, -1; 2� model (AIC value of -527) and the BIC picked the model �-13, -12,-1; 1� (BIC value of -502). Notice that these two criteria picked very similarcandidates, di�ering only in one hidden neuron. However, after the forecast-ing accuracies of all models was measured (by presenting them with out-of-sample test set observations), we found out that both the AIC-favourite(scoring 0.219) and the BIC-favourite (scoring 0.244) were outperformed.Several other models achieved lower out-of-sample RSDs, most notably bythe �-12, -1; 2� model, which achieved the value of 0.166. Therefore inthis particular forecasting session, the information criteria, despite choosingrelatively acceptable models, failed to identify the best ones.7.9.3 Third ExperimentIn the last experiment (refer to theairline_data_scaled_0.001.traininglog), we have decided to try outthe logistic function as the output layer activation function. For this, wehad to scale the data so that they all �t into the interval [0, 1]. Hence ascaling coe�cient of 0.001 was chosenDuring this forecasting session, the lowest AIC value was achieved bythe model �-13, -12, -1; 2� (AIC value of -1072), the very same model as inthe previous experiment. The BIC too repeated its choice from the secondexperiment, and again picked the �-13, -12, -1; 1� model (BIC value of -1043). These two favourites achieved the out-of-sample RSDs of 0,023 and0.026 respectively. In comparison with other models' achievements, theseare again not very convincing results. This time, the �-14, -13, -12, -2, -1; 4�model outperformed all with the out-of-sample RSD of 0.020.A point worth noting is that in this forecasting scenario, the di�erencein forecast accuracies between the models picked by the information criteriaand those that eventually performed the best was less striking.A question we were asking was, whether the information criteria can iden-63



tify the models that would eventually perform the best when their forecastaccuracies are measured. Unfortunately, we have to conclude that althoughtheir respective choices were not totally misguided (both the ACI-favouriteand the BIC-favourite performed moderately well), neither the Akaike infor-mation criterion nor the Bayesian information criterion could be entrustedwith the task of choosing the best forecasting model.A possible solution, not further investigated in this work, is to assemblea `panel of experts' (a set of information criteria with `weighted' opinionson the matter) whose overall predictive potential will hopefully be greaterthan that of any of its constituting members.
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Chapter 8ConclusionThe aim of this work was to investigate the forecasting capabilities of arti�-cial neural networks in general, as well as provide some concrete guidelinesthat can be followed to e�ectively utilise this predictive potential. We havedivided our path to achieving this goal into two stages.The purpose of the �rst stage was to lay solid theoretical and practical(software) foundations for any work that would follow. Its ultimate objectivewas to design an implement a robust, yet easy-to-use arti�cial neural networkclass library. This objective has been successfully achieved through theNeuralNetwork class library. This library, although originally conceivedas nothing more than an auxiliary project, evolved into an extensible general-purpose arti�cial neural network class library. However, as of now, only onetype of neural network is supported � the multi-layer perceptron. Insteadof supporting more types of neural network architectures, we elected toconcentrate our e�ort on supporting as many learning algorithms as possible,so that a potential client can experiment with training the same network ina variety of ways.Despite being satis�ed and con�dent with the �nal result of our achieve-ment, we see room for potential improvement. The following augmentationsdid not make it to the �rst `release', either because their addition has notbeen justi�ed yet, or because their full support would exceed the allottedtime budget (and partial support would satisfy only the least demandingclients):
• support for neuron-unique gains of logistic activation function,65



• wider range of possibilities for adapting learning rate during the train-ing,
• support for constructing more sophisticated training strategies (e.g.allowing more control over the way the training patterns are presentedto the network being trained),
• support for constructing hybrid training algorithms,
• support for adding or removing the hidden neurons and/or layers `onthe run' (i.e. constructive and/or destructive learning algorithms),
• serialisation support, and
• multi-threading support.The NeuralNetwork class library can easily be considered the maincontribution of this work.In the second stage, the actual experimentation was carried out. Toautomate the process of launching a batch of forecasting trials, we decidedto create a lightweightMarketForecaster console application on top of theNeuralNetwork class library. With its assistance, we were able to group anumber of forecasting trials into a forecasting session, execute this session,and store the results into a forecasting log.Our forecasting session attempted to try out every sensible combinationof lagged variables as possible. For every such combination, several di�erentnumbers of hidden neurons were tested.Three particular launches of this forecasting session were presented inthis thesis. During the �rst session, we used multi-layer perceptrons withthe identity function as the output layer activation function and fed themwith raw data. The results suggest the neural networks were not able tocope with untransformed data.For our second session, we attempted to scale the data by a factor of 0.01,still using the identity activation function in the output layer. During thissession, almost all the non-naïve trials yielded results of reasonable accuracy.However, neither information criterion was able to pick the candidate thatlater performed the best on the out-of-sample observations. The candidatespicked by the criteria did not perform badly on the test set, but were bothoutperformed by a comfortable margin.66



The third session was executed using data scaled by the factor of 0.001.This placed all the elements of the time series within a range compatiblewith the logistic function, and thus allowed us to use it as an output layeractivation function. The forecasting accuracies obtained were somewhatless satisfying than those obtained from the second session. The problem ofinformation criteria being unable to pick the most promisingmodel persisted.Both, the one picked by the Akaike information criterion and the one pickedby the Bayesian information criterion1 were still outperformed, even if notso convincingly, by other models.

1As a matter of fact, both criteria repeated their choice from the previous session.67
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Appendix ACD-ROM ContentsThe contents of the attached CD-ROM are organised as follows:
• MarketForecaster � Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition so-lution containing NeuralNetwork class library, MarketForecasterconsole application and other projects used in this work,
• Documentation � MarketForecaster solution documentation gener-ated by Doxygen,
• Example Data � training sets, time series, forecasting session and fore-casting logs used in this work,
• Bachelor Thesis � this work in digital format (DVI, PS and PDF)and its LATEX source code, and
• Contact Details.txt � contact details for the author.
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